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EXTENDED DEPTH-OF-FIELD VIA FOCUS STACKING AND GRAPH CUTS Chao Zhang†,‡ , John Bastian‡ , Chunhua Shen‡ , Anton van den Hengel‡ , Tingzhi Shen† †



Beijing Institute of Technology, Beijing 100081, China ‡ The University of Adelaide, SA 5005, Australia



ABSTRACT Optical lenses are only able to focus a single scene plane onto the sensor, leaving the remainder of the scene subject to varying levels of defocus. The apparent depth of field can be extended by capturing a sequence with varying focal planes that is merged by selecting, for each pixel in the target image, the most focused corresponding pixel from the stack. This process is heavily dependent on capturing a stabilised sequence—a requirement that is impractical for hand-held cameras. Here we have developed a novel method that can merge a focus stack captured by a hand-held camera despite changes in shooting position and focus. Our approach is able to register the sequence using affine transformation before fusing the focus stack. We have developed a merging process that is able to identify the focused pixels for each pixel in the stack and therefore select the most appropriate pixels for the synthetically focused image. We have proposed a novel approach for capturing qualified focus stack on mobile phone cameras. Furthermore, we test our approach on a mobile phone platform that can automatically capture a focus stack as easily as a photographer capturing a conventional image. Index Terms— Focus stacking, affine transformation, Markov random field, graph cuts



the scene. This stack of images is combined by selecting the in-focus regions of each image and compositing them into a single frame. The main limitation is that the subject cannot move relative to the camera while the image stack is being captured, and therefore requires a static scene captured by a camera that is stabilised by a tripod, which limits the application of focus stacking. Hand-held cameras, such as mobile phone cameras, are difficult to stabilise and are therefore not suited for capturing a focus stack for algorithms that assume the camera is stationary with respect to the scene. Hand-held shots are also subject to motion blur caused by moving the camera while the sensor is exposed. Both of these properties means that previous focus stack algorithms would be unable to identify the corresponding scene point throughout the stack, and therefore unable to create a synthetically focused image. In order to stack the image sequence captured by mobile cameras, we propose a focus stacking method which solves these problems by firstly aligning the stack images using parametric transforms and then merging the aligned stack images to obtain an extendedDOF image. The merging process is implemented by energy minimisation using graph cuts. We also demonstrate how the mobile phone’s inertial measurement unit (IMU) can be used to help acquire high-quality images for focus stacking and remove those motion blurred ones.



1. INTRODUCTION 1.1. Related work Optical lenses are only able to accommodate a single plane, leaving the remainder of the scene subject to varying levels of defocus. The amount of the scene that appears acceptably sharp is known as the depth of field. The limited depth of field is of particular concern for close-up photography, and in particularly micro and landscape photography, where the magnification and consequently rate of defocus is greatest. Because the depth of field is limited in this case, it is often difficult to capture a single image with all the important elements of the scene in focus. The depth of field can be extended by decreasing the size of the aperture, but this process fundamentally alters the imaging capture conditions because it requires a corresponding longer exposure or increased sensor speed, and therefore may not be practical or introduce effects such as increased noise or motion blur. With the increasing use of digital cameras which afford the ability to post process images, a technique of ‘focus stacking’ has become more accessible. This process captures a series of images with varying focal planes that are combined into a single image composite image with a synthetically increased depth of field (DOF). Rather than capturing a single picture with a carefully chosen focus plane, focus stacking requires an image sequence that is generated by taking multiple images as the focus plane is swept through Chao Zhang’s contribution was made when she was a visiting student at the Australian Centre for Visual Technologies, The University of Adelaide.



Previous work in the literature on focus stacking can be classified into two categories. The first category is the spatial domain-based methods [1, 2]. One of the basic approach in spacial domain is to divide the images into a set of regions. Then the sharpest image regions are selected from source images according to sharpness measurement to construct the extended-DOF image. This may produce block effects which affect the appearance of the fused image. Another category is to combine the coefficients in multiscale transform domain using multiresolution approaches. The commonly-used approaches include wavelet transform [3], curvelet transform [4], contourlet transform [5], etc. Most of these merging methods assume that images for focus stacking are pre-registered. In order to stack these images captured with different camera poses and settings, image registration is a necessary pre-processing for achieving a high-quality fused image. Fedorow et al. [1] introduced a registration method that can handle only minor perturbations between images. For our method, the registration is based on a smoothly varying affine transformation, which can handle the illumination change and occlusions due to the camera view point change. Our capturing method is related to the hardware-based approaches of image processing. Joshi et al. [6] used a hardware attachment coupled with natural image prior to deblur images from consumer cameras. We utilise the mobile phone’s IMU to obtain
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Fig. 2: (a) Two images of a focus stack; (b) Blue lines show the matches of SIFT descriptors of two images.



Fig. 1: Right image: the aligned image using high-accuracy optical flow of [8]. Left image: the aligned image for our affine transformation method.



high-quality focus stack images. 2. OUR APPROACH 2.1. Stack registration The central problem in stack/image registration is the presence of varying defocus blur and view point changes across the frames. There are several methods that can register the image stack, such as optical flow and affine transformation. To use the optical flow method, several conditions should be satisfied: (a) Lamberttian reflection; (b) constant illumination (c) constant visibility properties of the scene [7]. The images of focus stack are focused at different depths. Varying focal setting blurs with different kernel, leading to violation of brightness constancy. Without any further information, computing optical flow with changing blur levels and view points is a challenging task. Our registration relies on an affine transformation which warps pixels from one coordinate frame to another and is robust to view point changes. Fig. 1 shows the comparison with the optical flow method of [8]. We can see that some silhouettes of toys are blurred when using the optical flow method, due to the change of focus setting. Our image registration builds on point set registration like coherent point drift [9] and smoothly varying affine [10]. To align images, we compute an affine field for stack registration. For focus stack images, it can be assumed that the scene have smooth varying depth. We can compute a global affine transformation field to capture the substance of the camera motion induced deformation. Then, we add a smoothly varying affine offset on the global affine over the entire frame. To compute the desired affine field over large focus change, displacement and occlusions, we have used the local view invariant feature descriptors—the SIFT feature [11]. The final affine field is the one that can best align the feature points of both images. Assuming a diffraction-limited lens system and a constant depth in the scene, the point spread function (PSF) of the camera system at a point (x, y) may be approximately modeled as a circularly symmetric 2-D Gaussian function [12]. Usually, defocusing is modeled by Gaussian convolution over local image patches. The observed blur can be modeled as a convolution of the focused image with a point spread function, which can



be assumed to be Gaussian [13]. This is the basic idea in scale space analysis. The SIFT feature points are invariant to a certain degree of scale and orientation change. Therefore, we can match two SIFT feature points in different focus level from different stack images. Fig. 2 shows matching result of the SIFT features from images in different focus settings. We choose one image in the stack as the target image. The rest images are considered as base images. Each base image is aligned to the target image. We denote the B as the base feature set, B = (bi )M i=1 , while bi is the base feature vector. bi is defined as bi = [bci bdi ]. Subvectors bci and bdi denote the feature’s spatial coordinate and descriptor respectively. Target feature set is T = (t0j )N j=1 . Target feature vector t0j has the similar definition to bi . The conditional probability of feature point set is P (t01:N |b1:M ) =



N  X M Y j=1
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  g(t0j − bi , σt ) + 2πκσt2 , (1)
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where g(z, σ) = e 2σ2 is a Gaussian function and κ controls the strength of a uniform function which thickens the Gaussian mixtures tails. Stack registration is performed as follows: (1) Compute the global affine parameters Ag for spatial coordinates bci of unmatched SIFT feature points. We solve bci = Ag bc0i for parameter α = Ag by minimizing: Q(α) = −
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log
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(2) The smoothly varying affine Ai is a relaxation of global affine Ag . We have Ai = Ag + ∆Ai , i ∈ {1, ..., M }, A = [ A1 , A2 , ..., AM ], bci = Ai bc0i , α = {Ai }, where α are the variable parameters. ∆Ai is the deviation of feature i’s affine Ai from the global affine Ag . We define a continuous affine field function υ for base feature point set, which can be expressed as ∆Ai = υ(bc0i ). In order to enforce the affine to be smooth, a smoothness constraint is added to the affine parameters of each points. Within the class of differentiable functions, one function is said to be smoother than another if it has less energy at high frequency. The high frequency content of a function can be measured by first highpass filtering the function, and then measuring the resulting power [9]. Therefore, these smoothness constraint can be expressed as a R 2 , where υ e(ω) smoothing regularization term: Ψ(α) = R2 |eυge(ω)| (ω) indicates the Fourier transform of the affine field υ(·) and ge(ω) represents the Fourier transform of a Gaussian with spacial distribution γ.



We minimize E(α) = Q(α) + λΨ(α) with respect to the variables in α by employing an EM formulation described in [10]. (3) To get a finer registration, the target set T is replaced with 0 0 0 0 a new feature set T = {Tj |Tj = {tjk }, j ∈ {1, ..., M }, k ∈ {1, ..., Ki }}. The new target feature points are the Harris corners within the neighbourhood of each evolved base feature points [14]. The finer affine parameters α = {Ai } are solved for by minimizing the following equation: Q(α) = −
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+ λΨ(α), (3) (4) The continuous affine field υ(·) can be obtained from υ(z) = PM c T = G+ ∆A , i=1 wi g(z − b0i , γ), W = [w1 , w2 , ..., wM ] c c + where G = g((b0i − b0j ), γ), G is the pseudo-inverse of G [10]. Base image coordinate z is defined by the sum of υ(z) and Ag . 2.2. Stack fusion Given the aligned focus stack of images, a synthetically focused image is generated by compositing only the focused image regions in the stack. Accordingly, the problem is then to determine which image regions are focused and how best to mask out each region so the union of the masks covers the entire image. We approach this problem as one of assigning labels to each pixel in the synthetic image, where each label corresponds to an image from the stack indicating which pixel should be copied into the synthetic image. This labelling problem is well suited to a Markov Random Field by finding the labelling L that minimises the cost function: X X C(P) = U (p) + B(p, q), (4) p∈P



p∈P,q∈N(p)



where the unary potential U (·) defines the sharpness of the corresponding pixel p throughout the stack and the binary potential B(·) controls the transition between the layers. We use a global maximum sharpness image objective to compute the graph cuts composite automatically. Sharpness U (·) is measured by subtracting the convolution of two Gaussian blur kernels computed at different scales [15]. Suppose, we have m aligned images I1 , Is ,..., Im . A source image Ii is chosen for each pixel p. B(p, q) measures how visually noticeable the seam is in the fused image for neighbors p and q. The labels l are the image indices. The smoothness energy, derived from [16], is B(p, q) = |Ilp (p) + Ilq (p)| + |Ilp (q) + Ilq (q)|.



(5)



We use graph cuts techniques to optimise this pixel labelling problem. In particular, we use α-expansion to minimise the cost function [17]. 2.3. Focus images capturing with a mobile-phone camera We introduce a new method for capturing a number of images that are taken at different focal planes using a camera in mobile phone during a period of stillness, which is measured by the inertial measurement sensors (IMU) of a mobile phone. Because the imaging conditions on a mobile phone can be controlled by software, mobile phone platforms are therefore well suited to an automatic process for capturing a focus stack.



Fig. 3: The comparison with CombineZP and Zerene software on dataset ”Lego Knights”. (a) Two of five focus stack images, (b) Our focus stacking result, (c) CombineZP result, (d) Zerene result. The stack images is obtained from The Stanford Light Field Archive.



Stack images are taken by iteratively incrementing the focusing distance across the subject by the mobile phone camera. The IMU is then used to identify which images were taken during relative stability and therefore are good for inclusion into the focus stack. Our approach removes those images from the stack that exhibit a degree of motion blur induced by camera shake. We identify these images using the camera’s IMU, namely, the gyroscopes and accelerometers for measuring the camera’s acceleration and angular velocity. Utilising these sensors to quickly filter the focus stack is computationally much cheaper than analysing full resolution image data, while not confusing defocus with blur caused by camera shake. By reading the camera’s three axes IMUs, we can obtain relevant information about the camera motion during exposure. If the quadratic sum of each axis reading during exposure exceeds a threshold, we then discard the image and a new image with the same focal plane is captured. The focal plane is progressively shifted from front to back focal plane after each successful capture, giving a number of high quality images with varying planes. To test our method, we have developed software on a Nokia mobile phone N9 to acquire images and sensor data. By using our application, a sequence of images can be taken by pushing the N9 button once. 3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS In our experiments, we have performed fusion and related analyses on various datasets. Input images are acquired from different focal volumes in a given 3D scene. The dimensions of the objects, their relative positions in the scene and changes of shooting angle characterize the complexity of the image stacking algorithm. The performance of our algorithm is demonstrated on several examples. In Fig. 3, we show two of five stack images which are acquired from the Stanford light field archive datasets. We adjust the point of view and the focus settings manually to form our focus stack. Figs.
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Fig. 4: The comparison with CombineZP and Zerene software on dataset “Toys”. (a) CombineZP result, (b) Our focus stacking result. The images are captured by a hand-held single lens reflex (SLR) camera.



Fig. 6: The comparison with spatial domain-based method [2] and multiscale transform domain method [3] on datasets ”Face” and ”Pen”. (a) and (d): Results from method of [2]; (b) and (e): Results from method of [3]; (c) and (f): Our focus stacking results.



tained. In Fig. 6, we compare our fusion method with spatial domainbased method [2] and multiscale transform domain method [3] on dataset “Face” and “Pen”. The test image sequences are downloaded from http://web.eecs.utk.edu/˜hharihar/fusion. htm. Since improvement in focus fusion is difficult to visually evaluate, we run objective evaluations of the result images by using the “Tenengrad” method P introduced inp [20]. The “Tenengrad” sharpness M PN is defined as S = Ix2 (x, y) + Iy2 (x, y) where,the i=1 j=1 size of image is M × N and x and y denote directional gradient operations.The objective result are consistent with visual inspection and show that our method produces images with better overall sharpness.The results of objective tests are list in Table 1. We can see that
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Fig. 5: The comparison with CombineZP and Zerene software on dataset “Table”. (a) Two of 17 focus stack images; (b) CombineZP result; (c) Our focus stacking result; The images are captured by a Nokia N9 camera using our software.



3(b), 3(c) and 3(d) show the comparison of focus stacking of software CombineZP [18], Zerene Stacker [19] and our method. CombineZP is an open-source image processing software package for creating extended depth of field images. Zenene Stacker is one of the most commonly used focus stacking applications. A reasonable perception on the scene can be obtained. There are visible ringing effects and blurs as shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). In Fig. 3(b), we show the image merged by our method. It demonstrates better robustness of view point changes than the other two software. We present examples of hand-held camera captured image stacking in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Hand-held cameras are unstable and usually cause dis-alignment due to the camera translation and rotation. The results in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 5(b) show visible artifacts. In Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 5(c), we show the images fused using our method. The images in Fig. 4 are captured by a hand-held single lens reflex(SLR) camera. The images in Fig. 5 are captured by a mobilephone camera using our capturing software. Border artifacts are substantially reduced and a clear overall perspective of the scene is ob-
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Method [2] 1.44 × 104 5.28 × 103



Method [3] 1.66 × 104 4.41 × 103



Our Method 1.72 × 104 8.41 × 103



Table 1: Comparision of “Tenengrad” measures of images fused using different fusion methods. our method indeed outperforms the methods in [2] and [3]. Additional results and supporting materials are presented at: http://cs.adelaide.edu.au/˜chhshen/projects/ N9.



4. CONCLUSION We have developed a new method for stacking multiple images captured with different focus planes. Our method exploits overlapping focal information to extend the DOF while retaining the visual verisimilitudeitude of the scene. Illustrative examples are presented along with comparisons. Our stacking method demonstrates improved global sharpness in all our experiments. Currently we are investigating the application of this framework for image synthesize. Acknowledgements C. Shen’s participation is supported by Australian Research Council Future Fellowship FT120100969.
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